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New and emerging data-driven biometric technologies are not at odds with American democratic 
values; however, A.i. may force us to quantify values. More concretely, AI accountability and progress are 
not at odds, provided we engineer a practical to use, critical to trust and fair regulatory framework so we can 
engineer regulatable A.i. that embeds our values into our decision-making technology. That said, what can't be 
quantified needs to be participatory (see 3). This might mean part of Director Lander’s answer to President 
Biden’s ‘day-one’ letter will require research on building a more “Regulatable” Artificial Intelligence.  

As the Science Division builds recommendations, the Data to Actionable Knowledge Lab (DtAK)’s usage of 
biometric technologies suggests a few points that might merit consideration when setting this research agenda: 

1. How should we define A.i. explainability? Pragmatically. Explanation is information about the AI/ML provided 
to the user such that they can make the decision they are trying to make. 

2. How do we mediate between assessing the effectiveness of an intervention subject to quantifiable 
societal values? Meta-algorithms can be useful. We give one example for better study design. 

3. How can the new wave of intelligent systems account for the complexity of medical work? We suggest 
one potential avenue would be using a socio-technical lens towards co-designing A.i. systems. 

Governance that takes into account our democratic community’s diversity despite the complexities of explaining 
these systems will be paramount.  

4. What stakeholder engagement looks like? We unpack our roadmap for responsible ML for health care 
5. What an open Auditing of A.i. could look like? We discuss the concept of an AI “Check Engine” light 

regulatory framework. 
6. What is public transparency in this context? We understand it in terms of A.i. Explainability, or lack thereof.   

Item 6, transparency understood as combating lack of explainability, is crucial. Even the language around A.i. 
Explainability may need to be more inclusive to all stake holders when setting research priorities. A potential 
suggestion we leave the OSTP would be “Explainable A.i. (XAi) for All” – ‘XAi4ALL’ research agenda. 
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Preamble: 
Header Note 
As per the OSTP Request for Information (“RFI”) Dated in Washington, DC, on or about October 4, 2021 and 
signed by Ms. Stacy Murphy, OSTP Operations Manager to the Federal Registrar as [FR Doc. 2021-21975 Filed 10-
7-21; 8:45 am] under “Request for Information on Public and Private Sector Uses of Biometric Technologies.” 1 
This comment addresses 2 of its 6 items, focusing on health & wellness applications, (we refer the OSTP to 
the Appendix for biometrics used for identification based on a World Bank report on Identity for Development). 

Note that the views expressed here are solely our own, and do not necessarily correspond to the official or 
unofficial views of Harvard University (or its Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied 
Sciences), nor the World Bank Group or any governmental entity nor other researchers referenced herein.  

Executive Summary: OSTP Might Consider Research into Regulatable A.i. 
Making sure new and emerging data-driven technologies abide by the enduring values of American democracy 
depends on the biggest difference between accountability for AI systems versus other systems: A.i. may force us to 
quantify our values.2 That said, what can’t be quantified must be participatory. We suggest that what this means 
for the OSTP is that we may need to set a broad research agenda on “Regulatable” A.i. 

Put simply, Artificial Intelligence accountability does not need to stop AI progress.  Demanding 
explanations or other forms of evidence and transparency does not imply disclosing trade secrets no more than 
asking people to explain themselves implies disclosing how electricity flows through their neurons. Pragmatically, 
explanations involve sharing the part of a model’s decision-making logic that is relevant for adjudicating the 
question on hand.3 Below, we summarize our thoughts relating to the two items (validation and governance) 
addressed from the RFI’s six.  We leave to an Appendix various examples and generalizations of Artificial 
Intelligence Explainability for All (XAi4ALL) research agenda discussed in our governance section.  

With respect to validation, we suggest three goals to the OSTP’s agenda-setting power in biometric 
technology research. One, OSTP could use its convening power to shape language around the definition of 
AI “Explainability” (XAi) to be pragmatic: an explanation is the “information about the AI provided to the user 
such that they can make the decision they are trying to make.” Even if different contexts will require different 
explanations, a potential goal is to provide support for pragmatism in validation mechanisms.  

Two, we provide a deep dive into our recent research on pre-deployment, rigorously defined trade-off 
mechanism for biometrics, validated using mobile health (mHealth) applications’ HeartSteps project under 
Professor Susan A. Murphy and team.4. The work operationalizes effectiveness – values tradeoffs using 
statistical methods for study design, but it is only one example of research the OSTP might highlight that 
assess effectiveness of an intervention subject to quantifiable societal values.  

Three, A.i. validation by co-design with stakeholders can use a sociotechnical lens: Explanation Systems 
(sometimes referenced as “Decision Support Tools’ or DST) built on the recent AI explainability literature. More 
concretely, these DST can help expose discrepancies between how the model is operating and how people believe it 

                                                             
1 Notice of Request for Information (RFI) on Public and Private Sector Uses of Biometric Technologies, Vol. 86 No. 193 Fed. Reg. 56300-56302 (October 4th, 2021). 
2 See Been Kim, Finale Doshi-Velez (2021) “Machine Learning  Techniques for Accountability,” Ai-The Social Disruption Spring 2021 Issue of Ai Magazine, Accessible at 
https://beenkim.github.io/papers/AIMagazine2021.pdf 
3 See ‘Local Counterfactual Faithfulness,’ “as humans we don't expect these explanations to be the same or even consistent what we do expect is that the explanation holds 
for similar circumstances” See summary presentation here: https://youtu.be/4lIr8rgo5zE?t=488 ; For a more detailed note see Finale Doshi-Velez, Sam Gershman, et al 
(2017) “Accountability of AI Under the Law: The Role of Explanation“ working draft at https://arxiv.org/pdf/1711.01134 - As part of Harvard’s Berkman Klein Center 
Working Group on AI Interpretability, a collaborative effort between legal scholars, computer scientists, and cognitive scientists)  
4 See Predrag "Pedja" Klasnja, Susan A. Murphy, Ambuj Tewari, Eric Hekler, Beverly Green HeartSteps https://heartsteps.net/welcome  
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should be acting. We review and explain A.i. validation by co-design with stakeholders (at the domain-expert-level). 5 
Clinicians start by reviewing a platform where an A.i. suggests treatment (biometrics model choosing an anti-
depressant) and justifies itself to the doctor (exposing quantitative and qualitative factors for the recommendation). 
Feedback suggests we need more inclusive engagement with the healthcare sociotechnical system, and even 
design for patient-provider collaboration. Unfortunately, this means current trends in explainable AI may be 
inappropriate for clinical environments. Therefore, we suggest that the OSTP might consider an entire research 
agenda into determining how the new wave of intelligent systems can account for the complexity of 
medical work.  

 As for governance of biometric technologies, we suggest the OSTP might need a ‘whole of government 
approach’ because an “accountable A.i.” revolves around the quantification of values with various 
repercussions – put simply, it presumes accountability has somehow been defined.6 Elsewhere we urged 
regulators such as the FDIC to coordinate determinations of said definitions within their regulatory perimeter.7 We 
discuss research on 6 of 8 RFI lettered items: (a) our biometric stakeholder engagement example is our roadmap for 
responsible ML for health care, (b) piloting project-MIMIC-type governance (a reference in biometrics for research) 
elsewhere merits consideration, (e) Auditing A.i. research will entail not allowing models to “fail silently;” we go 
over a concrete solution-concept – an A.i.  “Check that Engine Light” Regulatory Framework – that gives back 
agency to users while maintaining regulatory supervision of potential externalities.  

For (c) biometric data collection, we note the “Data Nutrition Project” at MIT/Harvard Law School 
(https://datanutrition.org/) produces “nutrition labels” for the datasets being ingested by AI models & an appendix 
on an example of the multidisciplinary research from Harvard SEAS’ Privacy Tools for Sharing Research:8 
DataTags (http://datatags.org/).9 We close on (g) courts and (h) transparency discussing the state of A.i. 
Explainability research. Finally, we leave to the appendix an example of A.i. explainability geared to the general 
public (Algocount).10 

One theme is clear: A.i. accountability is likely not just a research problem, but a societal imperative 
for all. Therefore, we suggest to the OSTP that inclusive language might capture this sentiment such as: 

“A.i. Explainability for All (XAi4ALL)” research agenda 

                                                             
5 See Doshi-Velez, Gajos, et al “Designing AI for Trust and Collaboration in Time-Constrained Medical Decisions: A Sociotechnical Lens,” May 2021 
http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~kgajos/papers/2021/jacobs21designing.pdf For a broader view of interpretability see Finale Doshi-Velez, Been Kim (2017) “Towards A 
Rigorous Science of Interpretable Machine Learning.” https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.08608   
6 See Been Kim, Finale Doshi-Velez (2021) “Machine Learning Techniques for Accountability” A.i. Magazine, Vol. 42 No. 1: Spring 2021, for a broader discussion of these 
issues https://ojs.aaai.org/index.php/aimagazine/article/view/7481  
7 See Response from the Harvard's Data to Actionable Knowledge lab, led by Professor Finale Doshi-Velez, to the Agencies on their “Request for Information and Comment 
on Financial Institutions’ Use of Artificial Intelligence, including Machine Learning,” inspectable under FDIC –  RIN 3064-ZA24 – 
https://www.fdic.gov/resources/regulations/federal-register-publications/2021/2021-rfi-financial-institutions-ai-3064-za24-c-043.pdf  
8 See https://privacytools.seas.harvard.edu/project-description?sv_list_box_delta=1481210040&pager_id=1&destination=node/21821&page=0%2C2  
9 See https://privacytools.seas.harvard.edu/datatags 
10 The AlgoCount is in Italy to work on “The Public Perception of Algorithms in Society: Accounting for the Algorithmic Public Opinion.” See http://algocount.org/  
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Abstract 
In the context of biometric technologies, the OSTP could consider setting a broad research 

agenda on “Regulatable” A.i. to make sure AI accountability and progress are not at odds. 
For biometric A.i. validation, we illustrate two pre-deployment frameworks: (a) an example 

of a statistical approach to illustrate a broader research agenda on the quantification of 
values to shape study design, and (b) a sociotechnical lens focused on co-designing Ai 

systems forcing a re-think of A.i. Explainability research directions. For the latter, the OSTP 
may consider setting an agenda on how a new wave of ‘intelligent’ systems can account for 

the complexity of medical work. 
Governance of biometrics technology information suggest a unifying theme: “accountable 

A.i.” revolves around the quantification of values, i.e. presumes accountability has somehow 
been defined. For example, an AI Model "Check Engine" light can only make sure that AI 

models do not “fail silently” if it can set accountable standards to monitor negative 
externalities set by all of us. This makes A.i. accountability depend on the entire society, 

demanding that all of us contribute our diverse perspective. We suggest to the OSTP that 
inclusive language, such as “A.i. Explainability for All (XAi4ALL)” research agenda might 

capture this sentiment”  

JANUARY 15, 2022 
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0. Introduction  
0.1. Background: DtAK Lab 
The Harvard’s Data to Actionable Knowledge (DtAK) lab, led by Finale Doshi-Velez, uses 

probabilistic machine learning methods to address many decision-making scenarios, with a focus on 
healthcare applications 

0.1.1. PI: Finale Doshi-Velez (She/Her/Hers), the Gordon MacKay Professor of Eng. 
and Applied Sciences 

Professor Finale Doshi-Velez received her Ph.D. in Computer Science from MIT and an M.Sc. 
in Engineering from Cambridge University as a Marshall Fellow.  Prior to joining SEAS, she was 
postdoc at Harvard Medical School. Doshi-Velez has received an Alfred P. Sloan Research 
Fellowship, an NSF CiTRaCS postdoctoral fellowship, an NSF CAREER award, and an AFOSR 
Young Investigator award. In 2019, she was awarded the Everett Mendelsohn Excellence in 
Mentoring Award by the Graduate Student Council for her mentorship and support of graduate 
students. 

0.1.2. Major Areas: Modeling, Decision-Making, and Interpretability 
Probabilistic modeling and inference: 
We focus especially on Bayesian models 

• How can we characterize the uncertainty in large, heterogeneous data? 
• How can we fit models that will be useful for downstream decision-making? 
• How can we build models and inference techniques that will behave in expected and desired 

ways? 
Decision-making under uncertainty: 
We focus especially on sequential decision-making 

• How can we optimize policies given batches of heterogeneous data? 
• How can we provide useful information, even if we can’t solve for a policy? 
• How can we characterize the limits of our ability to provide decision support? 

Interpretability and statistical methods for validation: 
• How can we estimate the quality of a policy from batch data? 
• How can we expose key elements of a model or policy for expert inspection? 
0.1.3. Expertise 
These comments were created via discussion in the Data to Actionable Knowledge Lab, with 

particularly engaged suggestions from Weiwei Pan, Isaac Lage, Andrew Ross, Beau Coker, Sarah 
Rathnam, Sonali Parbhoo and Shalmali Joshi, as well as Eura Shin and Jiayu Yao. We note here the 
virtual panel assembled by the OSTP with the convening power of the Center for American 
Progress last year, in November. 

0.2. Disclaimer 
0.2.1. Conflict of Interest Statement: Heavy Reliance on Biometric Data  
 Our principal investigator, Professor Finale Doshi-Velez and the lab relies substantively on 

using biometric data to engineer specific applications in two domains: health and wellness. We work 
in close cooperation with Hospitals among other healthcare professional that use biometric 
information to make decisions on a daily basis. Finale Doshi-Velez also consults for Ethena, a 
Compliance Training Platform.  

1. Descriptions: Left to Bibliography due to Length Constraints. 
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2. Validation: Power Constrained Bandit (Illustrating Statistical 
Approaches) & Decision Support Tools (Sociotechnical Lens)  

“Procedures for and Results of Data-driven and Scientific Validation of Biometric Technologies” Information about 
planned or in-use validation procedures and resulting validation outcomes for biometric technologies designed to 
ensure that the system outcomes are scientifically valid, including specific measures of validity and accuracy, resulting 
error rates, and descriptions of the specific measurement setup and data used for validation. Information on user 
experience research, impact assessment, or other evaluation of the efficacy of biometric technologies when deployed 
in a specific societal context is also welcome.  

Given the latest research into technological accountability11 & fairness12 we alert the OSTP into the 
increased recognition of how many kinds of unknowns cannot be “assumed away” or resolved 
through statistical analysis.13 They will require even more sophistication from human policy-makers 
using a socio-technical lens to be potentially operationalized using the A.i. explainability literature. 
That said, at DtAK we consider defining an A.i.’s explanation pragmatically:  

Explanation is information about the AI/ML provided to the user such that they can make the decision they are 
trying to make.   

In this sense, an explanation is very context dependent: the explanation necessary to determine 
whether a Supervisory Technology will enhance safety and soundness (a general-purpose early 
warning system) may be vastly different than an explanation that embodies machine learning models 
to help improve the treatment selection process of anti-depressant medication. Below, we will 
discuss two mechanisms to validate models before biometric-data-driven applications are rolled out 
at scale: (a) an example of a rigorous statistical analysis (‘Power Constrained bandits’), (b) a broader 
and more inclusive approach using a socio-technical lens (‘Decision Support Tools’). 

2.1. Illustration for Statistical Methods using Power Constrained Bandits: An 
example of a Rigorous Statistical Approach for Mobile Health Applications – 
potentiality a middle ground between weak assumptions for better personalization, 
and strong assumptions for robust identification strategy – How to Engineer Study 
Designs that assess effectiveness of an intervention subject to quantifiable social 
values? An illustrative example.   

Power Constrained Bandits are meta-algorithms14 that rigorously guarantee that a Micro-
randomized trial (MRT) will  be sufficiently powered to  provide  inference  about  treatment  effects  
(produce  generalizable  knowledge  about  a population of users) and minimize regret (improve 
each user’s well-being).15 We will unpack this definition below in detail, but note here that the 
validation of our wrapper algorithms rely on the National Institute of Health-funded HeartSteps’ 
project data by Professor Susan A. Murphy and team.16  

Mobile health applications are gaining more popularity due to easy access to smartphones and 
wearable devices.17 In mobile health applications, much of the initial research and development is 
done via clinical studies.18 In these safety-critical applications, it is crucial to determine whether or 

                                                             
11 See for example, Sheila Jasanoff, "Accountability” https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.689.2380&rep=rep1&type=pdf  
12 See for example, Jasanoff 2018 “Helping the world monitor and embrace technological change in a thoughtful way “, 
https://www.hks.harvard.edu/faculty-research/policy-topics/science-technology-data/helping-world-embrace-technological-change  
13 Broadly on uncertainty of technology, see Jasanoff 2007, “Technologies of humility” https://www.nature.com/articles/450033a 
14 With a certain power constraint, i.e. under the bandit algorithm’s environment assumptions, we propose various ways to minimize regret. 
15 Jiayu Yao, Emma Brunskill, Weiwei Pan, Susan Murphy, Finale Doshi-Velez, (2021) “Power Constrained Bandits”  
https://finale.seas.harvard.edu/files/finale/files/power_constrained_bandit.pdf  
16 See Predrag "Pedja" Klasnja, Susan A. Murphy, Ambuj Tewari, Eric Hekler, Beverly Green  Heart Steps https://heartsteps.net/welcome  
17 See https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4029126/  
18 For a comprehensively deployed example of this see Harvard’s “Digital Phenotyping and Beiwe Research platform” 
https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/onnela-lab/beiwe-research-platform/  
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not a treatment has an effect on the health of the patient (i.e.  whether or not such an effect exists).19 
This property is known as power in the statistical literature:  the probability of detecting an effect if it 
exists.20   

A popular study design for assessing the treatment effect21 is the micro-randomized trial22 in 
which an automated agent interacts in parallel with a number of individuals over a number of times.  
At each interaction point, the intervention (or lack of intervention), is chosen randomly according to 
some apriori determined probability.  However, certain interventions may be more effective in certain 
contexts for certain people,23 and this knowledge may not be captured in simple and apriori 
randomization probabilities.  Thus, another important goal in mobile health is to personalize these 
randomized probabilities to each user.24  

Power Constrained Bandits25 meet the dual objective in mobile health where we not only 
want to personalize actions for the users, but we also want to guarantee the ability to detect whether 
an intervention has an effect (if the effect exists) for the study designers. 

imagine a mobile app that will help patients manage their mental illness by delivering biometric-data-driven reminders to self-
monitor their mental state.  In this case, not only may we want to personalize reminders, but we also want to measure the 
marginal effect of reminders on self-monitoring. 

More Broadly, regulators should be aware that there exist algorithms tailored for two competing 
demands, either it (a) focuses on loose assumptions to better personalize, or (b) forces strong 
assumptions to be able to make concrete claims on a given intervention’s effectiveness that either  

• Have principled bounds on regret,26 which largely come from the Reinforcement Learning (RL) 
community, or  

o “adding a personalized reminder for a user” 
o may make assumptions that are likely not true, but close enough to result in fast personalization 

• Aim to rigorously determine an effect,27 which have been a focus in the experimental design community.  
o Measuring the “marginal effect of reminders on self-monitoring” 
o must be able to make strong statistical claims: 

§  in the face of a potentially non-stationary user—e.g.  one who is initially excited by the 
novelty of a new app, and then disengages— 

§ as well as highly stochastic, hidden aspects of the environment—e.g.  if the user has a 
deadline looming, or starts watching a new television series 

                                                             
19 For a recent overview on this see (2021) “The Power of the Placebo Effect” by Harvard Health Publishing. 
https://www.health.harvard.edu/mental-health/the-power-of-the-placebo-effect  
20 See Kosuke Imai, (2013) lecture notes “Statistical Hypothesis Tests,” page 8. https://imai.fas.harvard.edu/teaching/files/tests.pdf  
21 See Peng Liao, Predrag Klasnja, Ambuj Tewari, and Susan A Murphy. Sample Size Calculations for micro- randomized trials in mhealth. Statistics in 
Medicine, 35(12):1944–1971, 2016 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26707831/  
22 See Predrag Klasnja, Eric B Hekler, Saul Shiffman, Audrey Boruvka, Daniel Almirall, Ambuj Tewari, and Susan A Murphy. Micro randomized trials: An 
experimental design for developing just-in-time adaptive interventions. Health Psychology, 34(S):1220, 2015 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26651463/  
23 For an early work on categorization of individuals based on previously disparate biometric markers (in this case Autism and Co-morbidities), see 
Finale Doshi-Velez, PhD; Yaorong Ge, PhD; Isaac Kohane, MD (2014) “Comorbidity Clusters in Autism Spectrum Disorders: An Electronic Health 
Record Time-Series Analysis.” https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/24323995/  
24 See https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3019312/ for an overview, see 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/346540764_When_will_individuals_meet_their_personalized_probabilities_A_philosophical_note_on_risk_prediction for a critique, and for a 
modern example of creating a “patient outcome prediction tool see https://www.nature.com/articles/s43588-021-00141-9?proof=t2013-2-24  ; for a literature review on medical 
decision-making see https://www.ipr.northwestern.edu/documents/working-papers/2017/wp-17-21.pdf  
25 Jiayu Yao, Emma Brunskill, Weiwei Pan, Susan Murphy, Finale Doshi-Velez, (2021) “Power Constrained Bandits”  
https://finale.seas.harvard.edu/files/finale/files/power_constrained_bandit.pdf  
26 For example, Y. Abbasi-Yadkori, P. David, and C. Szepesvari. Improved algorithms for linear stochastic bandits. In NIPS, page 2312–232, 2011 
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2011/hash/e1d5be1c7f2f456670de3d53c7b54f4a-Abstract.html; && Shipra Agrawal and Navin Goyal. “Thompson sampling for 
contextual bandits with linear payoffs,” 2012. http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/agrawal13.html && Akshay Krishnamurthy, Zhiwei(Steven) Wu, and Vasilis 
Syrgkanis. Semiparametric contextual bandits. arXiv preprint arXiv:1803.04204, 2018 https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.04204  
27 For micro-randomized trials see Peng Liao, Predrag Klasnja, Ambuj Tewari, and Susan A Murphy. Sample Size Calculations for micro- randomized trials in 
mhealth. Statistics in Medicine, 35(12):1944–1971, 2016 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26707831/ && Predrag Klasnja, Eric B Hekler, Saul Shiffman, 
Audrey Boruvka, Daniel Almirall, Ambuj Tewari, and Susan A Murphy. Micro randomized trials: An experimental design for developing just-in-time adaptive 
interventions. Health Psychology, 34(S):1220, 2015 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26651463/ && JN Kramer, F Kunzler, V Mishra, B Presset, D Kotz, S 
Smith, U Scholz, and T Kowatsch. Investigating intervention components and exploring states of receptivity for a smartphone app to promote physical activity: 
Protocol of a micro randomized trial. JMIR Res Protoc, 8(1):e11540, 2019 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30702430/  
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2.2. Decision Support Tools (‘DST’): A Sociotechnical Lens to make Antidepressant 
Medication Treatment Decisions – How the new wave of intelligent systems can 
account for the complexity of medical work? A potential approach.  

As our lab has documented with medical doctors,28 we will likely require greater attention not 
just to Machine Learning methods or Artificial Intelligence, but also Explanation Systems 
(sometimes referenced as “Decision Support Tools’ or DST) built on the recent AI explainability 
literature. More concretely, these DST can help expose discrepancies between how the model is 
operating and how 
people believe it should 
be acting.  For example, 
a model prediction 
alone does not expose 
the treatment selection 
process---which often 
might benefit from 
input from both 
doctor and patients. 
Put simply, DST can 
focus on co-designing 
Ai systems. 

Features included 
in the initial prototype 
(from top to bottom): 
(A) a patient scenario 
with stability and 
dropout scores, (B) 
stability score feature 
importance 
explanation, (C) 
personalized treatment 
recommendations. 
From there a discussion 
with doctors focused 
on four questions: 
(1) Imagine this patient is 

sitting in front of you, 
how would you make a 
treatment decision? 

(2) What helped you make 
a decision? 

(3) Did anything detract 
from making a 
decision? Or your confidence in the decision? 

                                                             
28 See Doshi-Velez, Gajos, et al “Designing AI for Trust and Collaboration in Time-Constrained Medical Decisions: A Sociotechnical Lens,” May 2021 
http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~kgajos/papers/2021/jacobs21designing.pdf For a broader view of interpretability see Finale Doshi-Velez, Been Kim 
(2017) “Towards A Rigorous Science of Interpretable Machine Learning.” https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.08608   
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(4) If you were going to design this tool for a colleague, what would they need to make a decision? What would 
you change? 

We identify ways in which DSTs need to engage with the healthcare sociotechnical system, including 
clinical processes, patient preferences, 
resource constraints, and domain 
knowledge. Our results suggest that 
clinical DSTs should be designed as 
multi-user systems that support 
patient-provider collaboration and 
offer on-demand explanations that 
address discrepancies between 
predictions and current standards of 
care. 

Features included in the 
prototype redesign (from top to 
bottom): (A) patient information, (B) 
dropout score with links to further 
information about how dropout is 
defined and validation studies 
conducted on the tool, (C) interactive 
personalized treatment 
recommendations. Requested 
changes highlight the collaborative 
labor of medical decision-making, 
and the ideal setting seems to 
not be that the A.i. 
“models a decision” 
and “explains/justifies 
itself to the user” as in 
our initial mock-up. Rather, it is 
mutual. Clinicians seem to prefer 
what some have dubbed an 
“algorithmic situation,” i.e. a setting 
of potential mutual monitoring where 
each is accessible to each other’s 
influence; often from the close 
proximity between two or more 
individuals entities.29 More broadly, 
our research suggests that the A.i.’s 
co-design is influenced by at least 
four socio-technical factors including: 
i.  patients’ preferences,  
ii. clinical processes that often 

include multiple healthcare 
providers,  

                                                             
29 See Anders Persson (2019) “The development of Goffman’s interactional Frame and framing,” Routledge https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/id/3e0769f6-
f76b-4c1e-b55c-b7b11c8d34c6/9781472482587_text.pdf  
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iii. the constraints of the healthcare system, and  
iv. Existing domain knowledge 

We posit that by making these aspects of healthcare central to the design of DSTs, we may develop 
tools that are capable of supporting the collaborative nature of healthcare, identifying potential 
adverse events caused by ML predictions, working within time-critical environments, and 
recognizing conflicting information. However, we do not expect that the sociotechnical factors 
discussed here represent the full set of sociotechnical considerations that need to be included in AI 
design (In fact, we highlight in the Appendix an example of recent work by our co-author Professor 
Krzysztof Gajos that uses a persons’ mouse movements to diagnose Ataxia and Parkinson).30 
Rather, we present this as an initial step in a broader research agenda determining how the 
new wave of intelligent systems must account for the complexity of medical work. 

3. Security: No Comment from our lab. 

4. Harms: See (6) Governance, particularly (e), (g) and (h) 

5. Benefits: See (6) Governance, particularly (b) and (c) 

6. Governance: A.i. Explainability (XAI) for All Agenda – XAi4ALL 
Governance programs, practices or procedures applicable to the context, scope, and data use of a 
specific use case. Please note any governance measures that are required by law or by government, 
including human or civil rights frameworks, or corporate policy, including ethical principles, in cases 
of deployment, as well as any planned governance measures for planned or current-use biometric 
technologies 

6.1. (a) Stakeholder Engagement: Roadmap for Responsible Machine Learning 
for Health Care 

Stakeholder engagement 
practices for systems design, 
procurement, ethical 
deliberations, approval of 
use, human or civil rights 
frameworks, assessments, or 
strategies, to mitigate the 
potential harm or risk of 
biometric technologies.  

Our proposed roadmap has a 
comprehensive overview of the 
barriers to deployment and 
translational impact. With a view 
toward accelerating safe, ethically responsible and meaningful progress in ML for health care, we lay 
out critical steps to consider when designing, testing and deploying new solutions.31 More broadly, 
although successful translation requires bringing together expertise and stakeholders from many 

                                                             
30 See Krzysztof Z. Gajos, Katharina Reinecke, Mary Donovan, Christopher D. Stephen, Albert Y. Hung, MD, Jeremy D. Schmahmann, MD, 
Anoopum S. Gupta, MD, PhD: (2019) “Computer Mouse Use Captures Ataxia and Parkinsonism, Enabling Accurate Measurement and Detection” 
Movement Disorders. http://www.eecs.harvard.edu/~kgajos/papers/2020/gajos19computer.pdf  
31 See Jenna Wiens , Suchi Saria, Mark Sendak, Marzyeh Ghassemi, Vincent X. Liu, Finale Doshi-Velez, Kenneth Jung, Katherine Heller, David Kale, 
Mohammed Saeed, Pilar N. Ossorio, Sonoo Thadaney-Israni and Anna Goldenberg, “Do no harm: a roadmap for responsible machine learning for 
health care” https://finale.seas.harvard.edu/files/finale/files/do_no_harm-_a_roadmap_for_responsible_machine_learning_for_healthcare.pdf  
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